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THE FORUM D’AVIGNON
The Forum d’Avignon aims at strengthening the links between culture and the
economy, suggesting subjects for reflection at global, European and local levels.
The Forum d’Avignon was created after

the ratification of the UNESCO convention
on cultural diversity, and since its beginning, has been backed by the French
Ministry of Culture and Communication.
Each year the Forum organizes, with its

partners, international meetings which
provide opportunities for unique discussions and exchanges between actors from
the worlds of culture, the creative industries, economy, the media.

The Palais des Papes.

Maurice Lévy, Chairman of Publicis group, Frédéric Mitterrand,
French Minister of Culture and Communication, Neelie Kroes,
Vice-president, European Commissioner for Digital Agenda.

A THINK TANK DEDICATED TO CULTURE
Each year the Forum d’Avignon publishes
new studies highlighting the essential links
between culture and the economy, on
themes suggested by its Advisory Board.
Throughout the year these themes are examined and proposals put forward by working groups that are organized by the

Forum d’Avignon with experts, international consulting firms and its public and private partners.
The Forum’s think tank tackles subjects such
as culture, financing and economic models;
culture and attractiveness of the territories;

culture and digital ; culture and innovation.
For its third edition in 2010, six publications have been produced for the Forum
d’Avignon, following the three studies presented in 2009.

Plantu, Cartoonist, Le Monde.

Arjun Appadurai, Anthropologist
of globalization, University of
New York, Ezra Suleiman,
Professor, University of Princeton.

The publications

Salle du Conclave.

Publishing in the digital era
A Bain & Company study for the Forum d’Avignon

Debate during the Conclave, question from a student.

THE IMPACT OF DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGY ON THE WORLD
OF CULTURE AND THE MEDIA
Atelier BNP-Paribas
The Atelier BNP-Paribas
presents an overview of the
first decade of the 21st century
analyzing the « main trends »
and « first hints of the
new trends » allowing a
comprehending of the
new behaviors. Perspectives
for the economy of culture
are drawn, notably through
case studies.
How is the market of cultural
‘apps’ structuring itself? What
are the disruptive behaviors?
Group purchasing,
participation in brands
'activities, choosing a brand
according to its values,
getting an overview before
buying online, co-opting and
advising, protecting one’s
personal details, make one’s
own promotion, …

PUBLISHING IN THE DIGITAL
ERA
Bain & Cie
Will e-readers and tablets
change the book ecosystem
forever? 3000 consumers in
three continents have been
surveyed to assess the impact
of new digital platforms on
reading behavior. The results
suggest that more than 20%
of book sales could be digital
by 2015 in select markets,
capturing up to 25% of the
overall value pool. The impact
is significant along the entire
value chain, challenging
historical pricing policies, as
well as relationships between
retailers, publishers and
authors.
One issue emerges as most
critical: merely translating
existing content will not
generate sustainable value.
Experimenting with new
formats, for example nonlinear, social, is where the
opportunity lies.

CULTURE AND ECONOMIC
PERFORMANCE : WHAT
STRATEGIES FOR SUSTAINABLE
EMPLOYMENT AND URBAN
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING?
Kurt Salmon
The cultural sector generates
jobs directly and indirectly
allowing to develop the
economic attractiveness of the
territories. At a European scale,
cultural employment
represents 3.1% of EU working
people, 2.6% of the EU GDP
and a turnover of € 654
billions. The 2010 barometer
of the cultural attractiveness
of the territories, elaborated
with 11 indicators, presents the
second edition of the strategies
of 47 cities in 21 countries.
In addition to the links
between the economic
performance of a city and
its cultural and academic
intensity, the study analyses
the relations between culture
and development with a focus
on employment and cultural
formation.

MONETIZING DIGITAL MEDIA
AND CULTURE: CREATING
VALUE THAT CONSUMERS
WILL BUY
Ernst & Young Survey
Technology has
fundamentally changed
how and where consumers
access content, fragmenting
audiences and revenue
streams. M&E companies
have to learn how to
defragment consumer
relationships to reconnect
with audiences. While the
online payment is growing,
the free Internet myth is well
ingrained. The study proposes
an international analysis
of the consumption patterns
in 12 countries (Brazil, China,
France, Germany, India, Italia,
Japan, Russia, South Korea,
Spain, United Kingdom and
United States of America).

All the publications are available online on the website of the Forum d’Avignon : www.forum-avignon.org

THE ACTS 2009
All of the debates of the Forum
d’Avignon 2009 are available
in both French and English at
the Gallimard Editions, with
drawings of Plantu.

Ballaké Sissoko and Vincent
Segal, Duet Kora-Cello.

Encounters… Androulla Vassiliou and Sana Ghenima.

TAX SYSTEMS
Ernst & Young
For the 2010 edition, Ernst &
Young updated the 2009
study on tax policies in the
cultural sector and added
two countries (Greece and
South Africa) to the fourteen
countries studied in 2009. The
2010 update also analyses
the impact of the financial
crisis on the cultural policies
and tax systems.

Lawrence Lessig, Professor of law, Harvard University.

THE INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS OF CULTURE,
THE ECONOMYAND THE MEDIA
An international and cross-sectoral event
associating debates and performances by
artists, the Forum d’Avignon is a field for
reflection in which the economic dimension
of culture and the roles of social cohesion
and job creation in cultural areas are being
explored. The Forum d’Avignon is where
concrete proposals, unique networking

opportunities, heritage and innovations discoveries are brought together. The directions
explored each year are disseminated among
national and international authorities.
Over 400 committed people come together: artists, chairmen, writers, professors,
film directors, philosophers, students from

international universities, representatives of
the creative and cultural industries. The
diversity of the points of view is also symbolized by the cosmopolitan diversity of the
speakers, coming from all over the world.
Times and places for informal meetings are
planned throughout the two-day event, in
the prestigious setting of the Cité des Papes.
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THE

2010 EDITION

The third edition of the Forum d’Avignon took place from the 4th to the 6th of November 2010, at the Palais des Papes,
Avignon. The question of digital technology was at the core of the debates. The evolution of contents, practices, cultural
services, publics and their habits, were the principal markers of this year’s edition.
CULTURE AND DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGY AT
THE CENTER OF THE
DISCUSSIONS
Frédéric
Mitterrand
Minister of
Culture and
Communication

Civil society is the
charming old lady of political philosophy
that has had a form of rejuvenation thanks
to the Internet. With the social blogs there is
now a huge potential for the emergence of
likeminded communities in music, books
and films through people being given the
technical means to connect with each other
and the revival of the desire to interact.

Mahesh Bhatt
Film director

You cannot say that
the digital age is here,
yet have the analogue
revenue model.
Ultimately, I need to hook the viewer with
my story and it will be my song that will
memorize the consumer.

Bernard
Stiegler

Souleymane
Cissé

Philosopher

Film director

Today, when people go
to the Louvre, they
spend an average of 42
seconds looking at a painting. Daniel
Arasse, a major art historian, said that it
took him 20 years to understand why the
Mona Lisa was a masterpiece – and not
just in terms of looking at it, but also
seeing it. It took him a little less time to
understand Rafael’s Madonna.

Allen J. Scott
Professor, UCLA

IIn the advanced capitalist societies, especially
in the United States, a
divide is observed between a sort of urban society elite, the
“cognitariat” or, as Richard Florida calls it,
the creative class, and the “new servile
class”, which is employed by that half of
the job market which is located above it.
Cultural economy has been looked on as a
sort of blessing, but one whose meaning is
not clear. Stratification is becoming more
marked, with extreme poverty on one side
and extreme wealth on the other. But culture does not fit clearly into this system.

In my latest film, I
used digital technology
for the first time and I
was interested in familiarizing myself
with what it is and how it works. When I
started shooting the film, I realized that
it was not as straightforward as I had
thought. In fact, you have to work in the
exactly the same way as with 35mm.

Joi Ito

Arjun
Appadurai
Professor, NewYork University

In the digital era, the
fact that culture is part
of the DNA of our economies, commercial
lives and politics is even truer because we
have more sophisticated tools for imagining who we are, who the other person is,
what the differences are and which differences we value.

HAS TECHNOLOGICAL
INNOVATION PROMOTED
CULTURE?
Philippe
Dauman
President and CEO,
Viacom Inc.

The very technologies
that disintermediate
and displace also collapse the costs of
creation and enable access to all. They
act as both mirror and window.

videos with exclusives
interviews, all the
public and privatedebates

decision-makers

When we invest at Creative Commons, we have
a term ’minimum viable
product’, which is the minimum sized product you can make to produce something
for the user, with the average price being
about USD30,000 or 50,000. The point is,
therefore, that none of the great Internet
ideas would be funded in a large organization with large costs. 99.9% of ideas fail,
but the ones that are successful are adopted massively.

Syhem
Belkhodja
Thanks to the iPad, it is
theoretically possible to
buy Liberation - a French
newspaper from Tunisia. But the Tunisian
dinar is not convertible in euro. So, countries in the South simply do not have the
means to purchase these products.

40

50 100

nationalities

professions
represented

students
from international universities

President of the
Creatives Commons

Choregrapher

MORE ACCESS, NEW
USAGE IN A DIGITAL ERA:
CULTURE FOR EVERYONE?

350

180

THE DIGITAL BOOK:
TOWARD A VALUECREATING MODEL?
Neelie
Kroes
Vice-president,
European
Commissioner for
Digital Agenda

It is unacceptable, especially on the CAT, for
printed books to have a lower tariff than
ebooks.

Françoise
Benhamou

CULTURAL ATTRACTIVENESS OF THE TERRITORIES: WHAT IS THE ROLE
OF MAJOR EVENTS?
Didier
Fusillier
Director, Lille 3000

This mix, this circulating
time bomb that has
been Lille 2004, leads
us to wonder on an extraordinary phenomenon. Great works must be produced,
that cannot be contained in a digital tablet,
can only be apprehended when we stand in
front of it and experiment the shock.

Professor,
economist

Having different tax
rates for paper books
and digital books would limit the price differential between the two, which is something that customers would not
understand. This would be a slippery
slope and it would very quickly lead to
illegal downloading to fulfill their thirst
for knowledge or their literary curiosity.

A student from
Avignon
We often mention the
positive effects of the
economy related to cultural development, but
rarely the increase of disparities, linked to
the emblematic events of a town. I will
take, as an example, Avignon which festival’s masked or increased some disparities or inequalities.
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Find on
www.forum-avignon.org
more than 180 videos, among
which speeches and the
debates with the attendees of
the 2008, 2009 and 2010
editions.
In particular: His Highness The Aga Khan;
Inaki Azcuna-Urreta, Mayor of Bilbao
(Spain); Irina Bokova, Director General
Unesco (Bulgaria); Xin Dong Cheng,
Exhibition Commissioner, Galerist, Editor
(China); Christo, Artist (Bulgaria, USA);
Peter Der Manuelian, Professor in
egyptology, Harvard University (USA);
Abdou Diouf, General Secretary,
Organisation Internationale de la
Francophonie (OIF) (Senegal); François
Fillon, Prime Minister (France); Dan
Glickman, Chairman, Motion Picture
Association of America (MPAA) (USA);
Pierre Hermé, Chef (France); Bensalem
Himmich, Minister of Culture (Morocco);
Amit Khanna, Producer, Director and
Chairman, Reliance Entertainment (India);
Michael Koh, CEO, National Art Gallery and
National Heritage Board of Singapore
(Singapore); Bernard Landry, Former
Premier of Quebec and former Leader of
the Parti Québécois, lawyer, economist
(Canada); Lawrence Lessig, Professor,
Harvard University, founder of the Creative
Commons (USA); Maurice Levy, Chairman
and CEO Publicis Group (France); Radu
Mihaileanu, Film director (France); Jean
Nouvel, Architect (France); Pier-Carlo
Padoan, Deputy Secretary General and
chief economist OECD (Italy); Plantu,
Cartoonist (France); Richard David Precht,
Philosopher, writer, and journalist
(Germany): Ed Sander, Director Google
Creative Lab (Australia); Marjane Satrapi,
Graphic novelist and academy awardnominated film director (Iran / France);
Abderrahmane Sissako, Film director
(Mauritania); Philippe Starck, Designer
(France); Ezra Suleiman, Professor –
Director of the Center of European Studies
at the University of Princeton (Iraq – Usa);
Kjetil Tredal Thorsen, Architect, Snøhetta
(Norway); Barthelemy Toguo, Artist
(Cameroon); Régis Wargnier, Film
director (France); Patrick Zelnik,
President, Naïve (France); Klaus
Wowereit, Mayor of Berlin (Germany),…
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THE 2011 EDITION :
INVESTING IN CULTURE
The fourth edition will be on
the theme Investing in culture.
“Investing in culture” underlines the relationship between culture and the economy, between the promise of cohesion
and commitment, between symbolic
values and struggles to preserve them.
Concrete links: the media and the cultural
industries represent more than 7% of global GDP and 1300 billions of dollars,
almost twice the receipts of international
tourism, estimated at 680 billion dollars.
But most important of all are the meaningful links between individuals.

Culture requires an investment:
a personal commitment; an investment in
education to improve access to places that
open our intellectual outlooks and represent our values; economic investments to
develop the cultural sector and play an
active part; an uncommon conviviality composed of curiosity and openness with those
who do not share the same culture.

The 2011 debates of the Forum d’Avignon will try to highlight these personal
and collective investments by creating a
dialogue between philosophers, creators,
economists, business leaders and public
authorities. Exclusive studies and discussions will examine the different dimensions of the theme “Investing in Culture’,
with particular themes: intellectual property, a universal value?; culture, a longterm investment; new prescribers, new
referencing of cultural contents,...

The special high speed train of the Forum d’Avignon.

Barthélémy Toguo, live performance
at the City Hall of Avignon.

Debate in the Conclave, Bruno Racine, Director, Bibliothèque Nationale de France.

Debate between Philippe Dauman, Souleymane Cissé, and Nathalie Kosciusko-Morizet,
French Secretary of State for Strategic Studies and the Development of the Digital Economy.

SAVE THE DATE

17TH – 19TH NOVEMBRE 2011

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17
- Departure of the special
high speed train Paris – Avignon
- Opening evening

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18
- Plenary sessions, debates
- Workshops / case studies
- Debate at the University of Avignon
- Discovering artists and
cultural heritage

Debate at the University of Avignon.

Accentus, directed by Laurence Equilbey.

TWO DAYS AT
THE FORUM
D’AVIGNON

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19
- Plenary sessions, debates
- Lab of the Forum d’Avignon
- Synthesis of the workshops /
closing statement
- Departure of the special
high speed train Avignon – Paris

Barceló exhibition at the Collection Lambert.

The studio Youtube – France 24.
Charles Rivkin, United States Ambassador in France, Mrs Rivkin,
and Mitch Landrieu , Lieutenant Governor of Louisiana.

The Lab of the Forum d’Avignon.

www.forum-avignon.org

Concert Playing for Change.

Debate at the Chamber of Commerce
and Industry of Vaucluse.

The debates, Sana Ghenima,
CEO Sanabil Med SA.

Interview of Bensalem Himmich, Minister of Culture (Morocco).

Opening dinner in the Grand Tinel,
with the chefs Yoann Conte,
Marc Veyrat and Pierre Hermé.
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ATEAM OF PARTNERS
The Forum d’Avignon is, above all, is a team of various partners: the Ministry of Culture and Communication of France,
firms representing various professions in the fields of culture, the economy and the media, the City Hall of Avignon,
universities, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Vaucluse, a logistics operator and, to coordinate the whole,
a Board, an Advisory Board and a dedicated management team.

The Board

The Advisory Board

Working groups

Universities
The Forum d’Avignon is in partnership with
international universities:
Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales –
Ecole Doctorale • Ecole de Journalisme et de
Communication de Marseille • ESA Avignon
• ESSEC • Hotel School of Avignon • INSEAD
• Institut d’Etudes Politiques de Paris (IEP) –
School of communication • London School of
Economics • Sciences Po Aix • The Kaospilots
• Université of Avignon • Université of Bologna

The role of the Advisory Board, chaired by Christian de Boissieu,
is to identify and then suggest to the governing board the themes
of the Forum d’Avignon. The role of its members also is to
enlighten the issues of the ongoing year.

1. Nicolas Seydoux, Chairman of the Forum
d’Avignon and Chairman of Gaumont.
2. Hervé Digne, Chairman-Founder of
Postmedia Finance, Vice Chairman of the Forum
d’Avignon. 3. Axel Ganz, Publisher-Head of AG
Communication, Member of the Board
Gruner+Jahr and Vice Chairman of the Forum
d’Avignon. 4. Emmanuel Hoog, President of
the AFP (Agence France-Presse). 5. Renaud
Donnedieu de Vabres, former Minister of
Culture and Communication. 6. Jean-Jacques
Annaud, Film director. 7. Patricia Barbizet,
General Manager, FInancière Pinault.
8. Laurent Benzoni, University Professor.
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9. Guillaume Boudy, General Secretary of the
Minister of Culture and Communication.
10. Emmanuel Chain, Producer and President
of Elephant & Cie. 11. Laurence Franceschini,
General Director for media development and
cultural industries. 12. Georges-François Hirsch,
General Director of artistic creation.
13. Alain Kouck, CEO of Editis Holding.
14. Véronique Morali, Chairman of Fimalac
Développement, founder of Terrafemina web
site. 15. Pascal Rogard, Managing Director
of the Society of Authors and Composers
(SACD-Société des auteurs et composeurs
dramatiques).

1. Christien de
Boissieu, Chairman of
5
6
8 the Conseil d'Analyse
7
Economique and
9 10 11 12
Chairman of the
Advisory Board.2. Christine Albanel,
Executive Vice President, Communication,
Philanthropy, Content Strategy of Orange.
3. Arjun Appadurai, Anthropologist of
globalization, Goddard Professor of Media,
Culture and Communication at New York
University. 4. Philippe Bélaval, Chairman of
the Board of the French National Institut of
Heritage 5. Elie Cohen, Research Director at
France’s national scientific research center
(CNRS). 6. Sylvie Forvin, Foreign affairs
1

2

3

4

advisor, institutional and European affairs
executive Director of Vivendi. 7. Amit Khanna,
Chairman of Reliance Entertainment, Director
of Reliance BIG TV & Reliance MediaWorks Ltd.
8. Thomas Paris, Researcher at the CNRS,
HEC and Ecole Polytechnique, specialized in
management and lecturer at the Ecole
Polytechnique. 9. Pierre Sellal, General
Secretary of the Foreign Affairs Ministry.
10. Celestino Spada, Member of the Italian
Association of Cultural Economy and vicedirector and chief editor of the Italian review
Economia della cultura. 11. Ezra Suleiman,
Professor of political science at Princeton
University. 12. Kjetil Tredal Thorsen,
Architecte - Snøhetta AS.

All along the year, the themes tackled during the Forum are
examined and proposals are put forward by working groups that
are organized by the Forum d’Avignon with experts, international
consulting firms and partners. The working groups lead to the
realization of unique and exclusive studies which support the
debates and the proposals.

Management team
From the left to the right, Laure Kaltenbach, managing
director, Alexandre Joux, director and Rebecca Amsellem.

The students of Kaos Pilot.

Discover the themes of the Forum d’Avignon
on the webography “Culture is future”
on www.forum-avignon.org
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ENCOUNTERS
OF THE
FORUM
D’AVIGNON

A PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
DEDICATED TO CULTURE
With
h the support of the Ministry of Culture and communication

The collection Lambert.

With
h the contribution of

Founding
g Partner

Limor Livnat Minister of Culture and sports of Israël and Frédéric Mitterrand,
Minister of Culture and Communication of France.

Official Carrier

Official Partner
rtner

Shigeru Ban, Architect, Androulla Vassiliou, EU Commissioner-designate for Education, Culture, Multilingualism
and Youth, Pierre Sellal, General Secretary of the French Ministry of foreign and European Affairs.

Partners

Frère Samuel and Kohei
Nishiyama, Founder of
Elephant Design Co.
Frédéric Filloux, Editor
Monday Note.

Jean-Bernard Lévy, Chairman of the Board,Vivendi and
Hartmut Ostrowski, Chairman and CEO, Bertelsmann with
Maurice Lévy, Chairman of the Board, Publicis group.

Hector Obalk, Art critic.
Greg Germain, Chairman, Festival d'Avignon OFF, and
Alexandre Michelin, Director, MSN Europe.

Consulting
Co
onsulting Partners
Antoine Gallimard, Chairman of Gallimard Editions,
debating with Santiago De La Mora, European
Partnerships Lead, Google Books.

Joi Ito, President of the Creative Commons and
Taxto Benet, Founder partner of Mediapro.

With the support of

Eric Serra, Composer
and musician, in the
special high speed train
of the Forum d’Avignon.

Lab TV 2010: Interviews in the Palais des Papes.

P
Producer

PARTNERS AND BENEFACTORS 2010
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